Join Seminole State College Global Studies Program on the Summer 2014

THE GRAND TOUR OF ITALY

June 12th to June 21th 2014

→ Venice
→ Florence
→ Pisa
→ Assisi
→ Pompeii
→ Sorrento
→ Rome

See attached flyer or Kelly D. Kirk for details at 405-382-9251
THE GRAND TOUR OF ITALY

Tour dates: June 12th to June 21st 2014#

The ten day itinerary includes:

Venice:
Your tour will start with one of the most fascinating cities in the world; the "floating" city of Venice. Venice, the home of the famous Gothic/Byzantine cathedral of St. Marks, the Doges Palace, Murano glass and the Grand Canal, the piazza (and those darn pigeons!!) will enchant you as you stroll the streets (no cars, bikes or mopeds!!) and enjoy a day of art and site seeing.

Florence
The home of the Renaissance will be stop two. Here you will see the famous Duomo—with the dome of Bramante and the bell tower of Giotto, Michelangelo’s David, the home of the Medici, and Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise his Baptistery Doors, and more. You will be awed by the art and the easiness of moving around this great city to see its sites. There is so much to do you will need to consider what “not” to see on day two.

Pisa
You may want to use part of day two in Florence to go to Pisa. It is an “option” but you will get to see the cathedral, the baptistery and the famous leaning tower.

Assisi
The city St Francis made famous will entertain you with it beauty and its monastery.

Pompeii
Pompeii, the city that time forgot. Here you will see the ancient side of Italy. Our guided tour through these ancient ruins will show the ancient Romans city planning including the upscale, religious, governmental, artsy, and “racier” parts of town. One cautionary note…please do not pet the dogs…..seriously do not pet the dogs.

Sorrento and Rome
We will finish the tour with a visit to the beach side town of Sorrento (Here you will have another option—to visit the Isle of Capri or stay in Sorrento). From Sorrento we will make our way to Rome where you will have one of the most exhilarating days of site seeing with a tour of the Vatican and the ancient city of Rome. To list the sites on this one day would take a half a page!

TOTAL Trip and SSC fees $3,990.00—4,495.00
Tuition and fees for the three hour Humanities course vary because of several items including rooming arrangements, tuition (credit on non-credit), age, previous traveling with EE, etc. I can only give a range for the final fees. If you have any questions call me, KdK

Additional information:
*We will fly into and out of Oklahoma City.
*Trips can be customized (stay behind, vegetarian diet, fly in or out from a different city, etc.) ask for information.
*There will be a tour limit.
*You will need a passport.
*All participants must enroll on some level for the course.
#You must be over 18. Any adult traveling with a minor must have prior approval by the SSC Global Studies Program director for the specific tour. Tour dates may vary slightly.)

You do not have to be a current SSC student to sign up.